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The interaction of the free surface with either lifting and non lifting, submerged, bodies moving beneath it is
of primary interest in naval architecture. Indeed, there are many examples of possible applications such as
rudders, stabilizer fins, hydrofoils among the others. The hydrodynamic problem of a submerged lifting body
moving close to a free surface presents several complexities that need to be properly addressed in order to
achieve a reliable solution. Such a type of problem can be studied and solved in the framework of a potential
flow theory, assuming incompressible, irrotational, ideal fluid. The problem can be further simplified by con-
sidering that the disturbance of the free surface due to the presence of the hydrofoil are small compared to the
water depth and the wavelength, resulting in the opportunity to linearize the free surface conditions around
the undisturbed free surface level. The boundary value problem that rises from these assumptions is solved
by using an ad-hoc developed Vortex Lattice Method (VLM). The lattice of vortex rings is used to model the
effects related to the lift while linear sources are used to simulate the effect of the thickness of the hydrofoil.
The developed method is described and validated by comparison against available experimental data on flat
plates and hydrofoils. The analysis then focuses on the convergence properties of the method, especially with
respect to the panel mesh used for the free surface discretization, and on a sensitivity with respect to some
peculiar operating parameters such as the speed, the depth of the foil with respect to the free surface and the
aspect ratio.
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